Praxis Land Surveying:
Exceptional surveyors helping great clients design and build meaningful projects.

Praxis Land Surveying is a small land surveying and geomatics firm located in Fresno, California. Our projects range from small boundary and topographic mapping jobs up to large scale utility projects and everything in between. We strive to not just be competent surveyors, but to be competent surveyors who approach projects with the right perspective. This approach, mixed with humility and working towards continuous improvement, makes exceptional surveyors and allows us to build lasting relationships with our clients.

We are currently seeking licensed and non-licensed land surveyors to join our team.

The ideal candidate should have the following characteristics:

- Drive
- Resiliency
- Adaptability
- Humility
- Integrity
- Effective Intelligence
- Team Ability
- Curiosity
- Emotional Strength

Preferred experience:

- Experience working with Trimble GNSS and robotic Total stations on 1 and 2 person crews.
- Experience with AutoCAD Civil 3D.
- Knowledgeable about boundary/PLSS, control, topographic surveying, construction staking, ALTA surveys.
- Experience performing office survey support work including survey research, calculations, map preparation and review.
- Experience maintaining surveying equipment.
- Understanding of safe working principles and values a culture of safety.

In addition to the above characteristics and experience, the candidate should be detail oriented, well spoken, have the ability to work independently, and have a clean driving record and the ability to pass a drug screening test.

If you have a great attitude and want to work on exciting and meaningful projects, we would love to hear from you.

Please contact Andrew LaBine at alabine@praxislandsurveying.com or at 559-981-2653.